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The pervasiveness of videogames in modern society, especially among
children, suggests that it is important to understand how and what these
videogames are teaching the individuals who play them. Although playing
videogames can produce positive outcomes, such as increased persistence at difficult tasks, there are also potential negative outcomes, such as
increased aggression. The General Learning Model illustrates how these
positive and negative outcomes are produced, both in the form of irnmediate short term effects and through cumulative long term effects. In this
chapter, we will explore the effects of videogames as explained by the General Learning Model. Some important public policy issues relating to the
teaching effects of videogames will also be addressed.

The General Learning Model
The General Learning Model (GLM)is based on both early aggression theories
and violent-media research as well as social-cognitive models and developmental approaches to learning. The GLM is general enough to explain many
ways in which videogames teach and influence behavior (Buckley & Anderson, 2006). This model is also useful for its ability to integrate the short
term and long term learning effects that videogames can produce.

Input variables
A person's behavior is a product of two types of input variables: personal
and situational (see Figure 3.1). Person variables include all of the characteristics of a person as they exist before the learning encounter: personality
traits, previous experience, behavioral tendencies, beliefs, attitudes, and
mood state. These internal variables tend to be consistent over time and

Figure 3.1. The General Learning Model: simplified view.

across situations as a result of people consistently using the same knowledge
structures (e.g., scripts, beliefs, and schemata) in shaping their behavior
(Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Anderson & Huesmann, 2003; Mischel &
Shoda, 1995). Situational variables are the characteristics of the context in
which the individual is currently placed ("situated"). This includes media,
objects, settings, and other peoplithat make up the learning environment.
Although situational variables can and do vary quite a bit over time, they
also show some consistency over time, as individuals are often in the same
or similar situations repeatedly.
As with learning in general, the ability to learn from videogames is related
to many variables, including age, grade level, ability level (this includes learning disabilities and low school performance), income level, and self-esteem
(Lieberman, 1998). Some factors that influence learning from videogames
are more specific to this form of learning. These variables include individual media-exposure history and the degree to which an individual's
comprehension of information is affected by surrounding information (e.g.,
field-dependence vs. field-independence) (Ghinea & Chen, 2003). Some
variables may affect learning through their connection with the specific
content that is being learned. For example, learning from violent videogames may be affected by the player's sex, age, experiences with bullying,
social problem-solving skills, emotional regulation ability, hostile personality, history of aggressive behavior, level of parental supervision and
restriction of videogame play, and aggressive attitudes, beliefs, goals, and
scripts (Anderson & Bushman, 2002).
Situational variables also have an impact on an individual's ability to
learn from a videogame. The most important situational variables related
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Rabbit or Knowledge Munchers), or simulations that model reality(e.g.,The
Sims or MS Flight Simulator) (Murphy, Penue1, Means, Korbak, Whaley,
& Alien, 2002; Squire,2003).Some situational variablesmay enhance the
learning effect of violent videogames.Aggressive cues (weapons and aggresﾂ
sive words), provocation, frustration, pain, drugs, and other incentivescan
havesuchan effect(Anderson & Bushman,2002).
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interactive ways to increase or inhibit learning. An example of such an
interaction betweenperson and situational variablesis that children with
low self-esteem (a person variable)who play a game in whichtheycontrol a
character that is similarto themselves, and whichis challenging but not too
difficult(a situational variable),tend to show increased self-esteem (Lieberman, wS). Many researchers view learning as a process through which
a person'spredispositions are modified through situational influences, as
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Tremblay, 2000). This is similar to the way that socia1-cognitive models
of aggression describe the interaction of person and situational variables
in influencing an individual's present internal state. For example, pain
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tive processes such as the activation of these scripts are unconscious, others
begin as conscious processes but becomeautomatizedover time and with
repetition.
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A variety of cognitivevariables,such as attributions,beliefs,thoughts,
attitudes,perceptual schemata, expectation schemata, andbehavioralscripts
are influenced by input variables.For example, Anderson and Bushman

(zool) found that playing a violent videogame increased aggressive thoughts
In this case, a situational input variable (the violent content of the vide0game) was affecting people's cognitive state. Similar effects can result from
personological input variables.An individualwho has an aggressive personality would be more likely to demonstratea hostile attribution bias. The
effects of these input variables can also be more positive. Playing a vide0game

with prosocialelements could increasethe accessibilityofprosodal

thoughts and constructs.

Affect.Mood and emotion provide another route by whichinput variables
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andbehavior arethrough mood-congruentcognil
lition andmood-dependent

memory.
In the case of mood-congruentcognition, individuals are better
able to process informationthat is consistent with their current mood. One
good example of this is the tendency for depressed people to recallmore
more

negative informationthanthey do positiveinformation(Berry,1997).

to a situation by activating scripts that make certain responses more likely
to occur (Huesmann,1986). The activation of knowledge structures such
as behavioral
scripts can occur outside of conscious awareness or contro1

Similarly, aversive stimuli like heat, which can create negative affect, can
activate cognitive structures that lead to aggressive cognitions and behavior
(Anderson, 1989; Anderson, Anderson, Dorr, DeNeve,& Flanagan, 2000;
Berkowitz, 1990). Mobd-dependentmemory, on the other hand, is the pheﾂ
nomenon
in which the retrieval of informationis best when a person is in
the same mood they were in when they learned that information(regard ﾂ
less of the affect of the informationitself). In other words, people tend to
L think
about this mood-consistentinformationlonger, and recall this information
better when they are in the same mood.
The mere-exposure
effect is another way by whichaffect influences learn ﾂ
ing and behavior: repeated exposure to an object increases the object's attrac ﾂ
tiveness. This can occur even when the individual
is not aware of their
exposure to it (Kunst-Wilson& Zajonc, 1980). This may occur in videogames
as players are repeatedly exposed to particular
characters and stories. The
emotional responses to theserecurring elements can keepplayersengaged
in a game and motivated to continue playing (Lieberman,2006). The mereexposure effect can occur with a stimulus that is initially either neutral or
positive. But in some cases the stimulus initially induces fear or other aversive affect. In these cases it is possible for repeated exposure to produce
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and trait hostility interactin influencing aggressivecognitions such that a
person who is high in trait hostility will have a disproportionately strong
reactionto pain (Anderson, Anderson, Dil1,& Denser, 1998).
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Personal and situational input variables exert their influence on behavior
through an individual's present internal state. This state is made up of three
major components:cognition, affect,and arousa1.
These componentsare all
interrelated,
such that each one exerts influence on the other tw0, and all of
thesecomponentsplay a rolein theprocess of learning.
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According to scripttheory,situational variablescan bias a person'sresponse
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to learning are probably aspects of the gamesthemselves. For example, vari ﾂ
ables such as the level of interest and involvementa game creates, game
content (violent, nonviolent, educational), and amount of current game
exposure (duration per exposure, number of exposures per week, number
of weeks) all affectthe amountof learning andwhat is learned.Videogames
may also produce differenttypes and amounts of learning depending on
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systematic desensitization; that is, a reduction in the initially aversive emo ﾂ
tions. Systematic desensitization is maximized if the initially aversive or
fearedstimulus is presented in a positivecontext. In relationto videogames,
this means that although the violence contained in a videogame may be
initially aversive, repeated exposure within the context of a fun game can
reduce negative reactions to the violence (e.g., Carnagey, Anderson, &

Bushman,2006).

Arousa1.Most videogames,whether they are designed for education or
tend to be arousing. Thelevelof arousalproducedby a game
influenceshow much learningit can produce. If a videogamedoes not pro ﾂ
duce a sufficient amount of arousa1,the player may be too bored to pay
attention and learn from it. However,too much arousalcan actually inhibit
the learning of new information (Deshpande & Kawane, 1982; Yerkes &
Dodson, 1908). For well learned materia1,this inhibition in the retrieval
and use of information is less likely (Berkowitz, 1990).With less familiar
information, arousal is more likely to inhibit the learning and use of the
information.
entertainment,
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Although input variables influence cognition, affect, and arousa1,these
internalstates also can exert substantial influenceon each other; cognition
and arousalhave been shownto influenceaffect (Schachter & Singer,1962)
and affectcan influencecognition and arousal(Bower, 1978).When arousal
is too high, the learning of new information may be inhibited. When it is
too low, the lack of motivation can also reduce the ability to learn. Furﾂ
thermore, hostile cognitions or angry affect can determine the scripts and
knowledgestructures that guide a person'sbehavior.
Learning encounters
The factors that constitutethe present internal state lead to appraisaland
decision-makingprocesses that result in some kind of action. This action
can be either thoughtful or impulsive, depending on factors such as the
valence of the appraisaland the presence of sufficientattentional resources
to give the action more carefulconsideration. In an educationalcontext, an
example of such an action is trying to recallthe answer to a test question,
The entireepisode,from input variablesto the action that eventuallyresults
may be described as a learning encounter (see Figure 3.2).Playing a vide0game may be thought of as a series of learning encounters. A singlelearning
encounter within a videogame may last only a few seconds, or it can even
last hours
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The General Learning Model: expandedcauses and

processes

According the General Learning Mode1,learning encounters haveboth
short term and long term effects on an individua1. A learning encounter
may exert short term effects
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encounters. Of more interest is the potential of these episodes to produce
long term effects,through repeated episodes of a similar type. Suchrepeated
episodes can result in changes in personality processes, long term affective
changes, and changes to a variety of types of knowledge structures (e.g.,
content information, procedures, beliefs, attitudes, perceptual schemata
for both basic and social patterns, behavioral scripts, and expectation schemata). To relatethis back to learning from videoganaes, an exampleof such
a long term change is that repeatedly playing a videogame that includesa
specificform of violence (e.g.,gang warfare) could lead to the development
of behavioral scripts for that type of violence.Similarly,repeated exposure
to videogamesthat simulate the operations of a business (e.g., Sim Theme
Park) could lead to the development
of knowledge structures (including
scripts) for such business operations
Learning encounters can also exert long term effectsby influencing the
situational variables that make up the input of future episodes.This may
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happen, whenchangesin knowledge structures affect an individuals relﾂ
ationshipwith teachers,parents, or peers. Thedevelopmentof different
knowledgestructuresmay alsoproducechangesbyinfluencingthetypesof

social and non-socialsituationsan individual is likely to encounter. As an
exampleofhowsucha changein personalitymight occur,a seriesoflearning encounters thatleda person to expect hostilereactionsfromtheirpeers
could lead the person to seek out or create situations in which aggression
andconfrontation
are more likely.Similarly,improvements
in schoolperformancebroughtabout by repeatedexposure to educationalvideoeames
couldleadto improved relationshipswith teachersand parents,and to
seekingout additionalsituationalcontexts thathaveacademicpossibilities,
v deog
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indicationof learning because the performance
of a behavior or the use
of a knowledgestructure obviously indicateslearning.However,the absence
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As withany type of media,videogameshavethepotentialto havepositive
or negative
effectson thepeoplewhoplaythem.However,videogamesare
of particularinterestbecausetheyare very effectiveteachingtools.. Before
examiningthe reasons videogamesare effectiveat teaching,it is worth covering some of theimportantdistinctionsconcerning
videogameeffects
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videogamewillproducesimilarshortterm andlongterm effects,thisis not
necessarily the case. A videogame could potentially lead to an increasein
FOSOC 日卜 h 刃え oorasashortterm effect,butstill 山C "a5eaggr 55ion而 t卜
long term. For example,a videogame that increasedhostilitytowardsan
outgroup might produce suchoppositeshortterm andlong term effects
if theplayeris playingthevideogame in an in-groupsettingbut laterhas
repeatedinteractions
withtheoutgroup.
Learningvs.performance.Although peopleoftenviewperformance
as a
necessary indicatorthatlearninghas occurred,this approachcan be misﾂ
leading.It is possibleto learnskills,beliefs,attitudes,or otherknowledge
structureseven if a person doesnot havean immediateopportunityto demonstratesuch learning outcomes. It makessense to 100kfor performance
as

unintendedlnCFe

Als0, note that the latent effectsof a videogameare not necessarily negative
Videogamescan produce positive effects(e.g.,improvedperceptua1-motor

cues,sufhaS

Important distinctions

at all

Manifest effectsvs. latent effects.With respect to videogames,manifest
effects can be described as the effectsof the game that are intended, while
latent effectsare those effectsthat are unintended.Although a game may be
designed for one purpose, it may produce other unintendedeffectsas wel1.
For example, just because a videogame was designed to be entertaining
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abilities of the individual player.The use of naturally attention-grabbing
stimuli and adaptable goals can help ensure that a videogamehas a person's
attention, which increases the potentialto learn from it.
Videogames also are effective because of the active role of the player

Table3.1. Videogames:
great teachingtools.
- Can capture and hold attention (e.g., orienting response)
- Offer clear objectives which can be adaptable to prior knowledgeand skill
- Match objectives and pace to the abilities of the learner
Active learning, including feedback and the ability to practice until mastery
Overlearnmg

1nclude both extrinsic (e.g., points) and intrinsic rewards (e.g., competence)
Subsequent rewards require knowledgeand skills learned at earlier points in the
game
Massed and distributed practice
Adapted from Gentile & Gentile (2005)
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the learning encounters. Players receive rapid feedback on their per ﾂ
formance, and can repeatedlypractice a skill or carry out a script until it is
mastered. In many cases, skills are overlearned, which improves the long
term retention of the learning produced by the game. The same skills mas ﾂ
teredearlyin a game are often required later on in the game as wel1,which
contributes to this process of overlearning. It is common in educational
situations for information or skills to be taught without this sort of over1earningthat occurs in videogames.Unfortunately, this often means that
studentsdo not havethe sort of chances to apply or rehearse the knowledge
in ways that would lead to long term retention. For many videogameplay ﾂ
ers, their playing time constitutes both massed practice (in that they play
for longdurationin eachsitting)and distributedpractice (by playingthe
game frequently), which is also idealfor increasing learning.
Thelevelof attentionplayersgive to videogamesand the amount of time
spent playing are both due in part to the effectivesystems of rewards that
most videogamesutilize.These rewards include both extrinsic and intrinsic
rewards. Extrinsic rewards tend to be relativelyobvious, as these are often
an intentional part of the game, such as "points." Extrinsic rewards can
also include entertaining visual and sound effects.Intrinsic rewards occur
outside of the videogame itself, but are a result of playing it. For example,
and competence,
videogamescan give players a sense of accomplishment
0r improvetheir self-esteem (Lieberman, 1998).Theserewards are intrinsic
to the experience of playing the game itself, rather than being overt in the
sense that game points are. Severalfeatures,such as adaptability and mu1tiple forms of rewards, are responsible for giving videogamesthe ability to
attract andhold players'attention, and the gameplayallows playersto thoroughly learn the knowledgestructures presented in the videogame,
in
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Videogameshavethe potentialto be powerful educational tools.These games
teachboth specificcontent and skills that are beneficia1,and also exert
more generalpositiveeffectson those who play them. Schools,the military,
and otherindustriesand organizations havealreadysuccessfully
utilized
videogamesas teachingtools,but thereis the potentialfor much greater
benefitto be derived from videogames.
Unintended
effects.Playingvideogamescan havevarious positive effects
on an individua1. These effectsare, in many cases, unintendedby those who
designandthosewho playthesevideogames.One suchgeneral skill that
videogames have proven effective in teaching is hand-eye coordination.
People who play videogamesare better ableto pay attention to cues across
the visual field and can attend to a greater numberof cues, compared t0
can
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achieved through persistence,

Intended effects.Many videogameshave been created to teach players
specificcontent and skills. There are many computer games that havebeen
designed to teach traditional school content, and such games have proven
effectivetn tea 山 ifn8SubjeCtsS
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拙 nger
& Hadley, 2001),biology (Ybarrond0,1984),photography
(Abrams, 1986),
andcomputer programming (Kahn,1999).For example,the Pennsylvania
Departmentof Migrant Education was ableto successfully teach math, readng,En 山山 RRuency,and
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avideoeame(Winoerad, 2001).Research indicatesthateducational software
programs are effectiveat improving early reading and math development
(Murphyet a1.,2002).
haveextended beyondtraditional
The educationaleffectsofvideogames
educationalsubjects to include the teaching of various life skills. Vide0games have used virtual reality environments
to help teach basic life skills
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such as grocery shopping to studentswith severe learning disabilities(Standen, & Cromby,1996).Lieberman (1997)found that a videogamewas able
to successfully teach diabetic children to practice better health behavﾂ
iors to take care of their disease.NASA research on attentional abilities of
fighterpilotsled indirectlyto the creation of a videogamedesigned to teach
childrendiagnosed with Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder how to
better controltheir attention.Various types of simulators (e.g., flight simﾂ
ulators) have demonstrated effectiveness in teaching some of the skills
required to perform the task being simulated.
0ne of the organizations that relies most heavily upon videogamesto
teachis the U.S. military.TheU.S. Army has a unit calledthe ProgramExecu ﾂ
tive Officefor Simulation, Training,and Instrumentation (PEO STRI) with an
annual budget of one billion dollars.This unit is responsible for implement
ﾂ
ing training through videogames that are designedto simulatemilitary
operations (Buckley & Anderson, 2006). The military simulators teach
a variety of skills, such as how to fire different weapons,
operate vehicles,
interpretcomputer interfaces,military strategy, and teamwork.Various private organizations also use videogamesfor training purposes.
Although these videogame effects illustrate that videogames can exert
a positive influencein many areas, both intentionally and unintentionally,
there remain many other ways in which videogames could be applied in
beneficialways. Gamescould be designed to teach social skills to children
experiencingsocial difficulties. It may also be possible to design vide0games with psychotherapeuticapplications. Thebenefitsofvideogames
can
apply to a broadrange of skills, abilities,and general life practices,and can
even occur

in unintentional ways.
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Unfortunately, not all of the effectsofvideogames
are positive.Videogames
also havethe potentialto change behavior in undesirable ways. One of these
ways that has receivedthe most researchattention is the potentialfor violent
videogamesto increaseaggression. It is not particularly surprising, given the
effectivenessof educational games in teaching variousskills and information,
thatvideogames with violentcontent can also teach their content to players.
Nature of the effects.Different research methods have yielded converg ﾂ
ing evidence that short term exposure
to violent entertainment
media
produces immediateincreasesin aggression, and that repeated,long term
exposure increasesaggression across the lifespan (Anderson et a1.,2003).
Similarfindings now exist in the videogameresearch literature(Anderson,
Gentile,& Buckley,2007).Theseresearch findings can be clearlyand effeclivelyexplainedby the GeneralAggression Model(GAM). Thismodelis
74
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similar to the General Learning Mode1,and it likewiseexplains short term
and long term effectsofvideogaroes. GAM more specificallyaddresses the
processes that lead to aggression. According to GAM, when aggressive
scripts,cognitions, or other knowledgestructures becomeactivated(either
through short term situational priming or due to aggression-related personological factors) and a person is mildly provoked, they are more likely
to act aggressively.This action will often be interpreted as excessive by the
target of their aggression, which can lead to an aggression-escalation cycle.
Thus violent videogames can increaseaggression either through the short
term activation (i.e., priming) of aggression relatedknowledge structures
or through long term increasesin the accessibilty of such knowledgestructures (i.e.,the development
of an aggressivepersonality). Even then, it will
take some form of provocation for violent behavior to be evoked, but such
provocationsare common in the day-t0-day experiencesof most people,
and violentvideogamesincreasethe likelihood of an aggressive response.
A common question about violent videogame effects is whether they
are stronger than the effectsthat havebeen found for violent televisionand
田口S There are severalreasons,ba5ed
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believethis to be the case (see Table 3.2). First, theory suggests that identification

with

an

aggressor

makes an individual

more

likely

to behave

aggressively in the future. Videogamesforce a player to identify with the
aggressor because the player is controlling them. This is similar to the
active-passive distinction from the general learning mode1, in that the
activerole ofavideogameplayer leads to better learning of the violentcon ﾂ
tent. This increased identificationwith the aggressor
is likely to make the
rewards for the portrayed violence more direct and salient as wel1.
Violent videogamesmay also havea stronger effecton aggressive behavﾂ
ior than films or television because these games often allow the player to
rehearse the entire aggression sequence. A player may be required to 100k
for threats, identify them, make a decision, and take aggressive action in
a game, whereas television or film observer may not rehearse all of these
steps in watching a film or televisionshow. By developing more complete
aggressivescripts,future aggressivebehavior becomesmore likely.
Table 3.2. Are violent videogamesworse than violent television/films?

Reasonstheymight be:

- Identification with the

- Active participation

aggressor

- Rehearsal of the entire aggression
- Violence is directly rewarded
- Rate of violence is much higher

sequence

卜
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EdwardL. Swingand CraigA. Anderson
Theoverallrate of violencetends to be higher in violentvideogamesthan
violentfilms andtelevisionshows. Evenfilms and televisionshowswith gen ﾂ
erally violent themes often spend a decent amount of time in non-violent
Many videogames,on the other hand, contain non-stop
plot development
violence.This differencein the quantity of violence is likely to make the
effectofvideogame
violencestronger than that of televisionand film.
Strengthof theevidence.
Despitethe consistent findingin the research
literaturethatviolentvideogamesincreaseaggression, many people outside
the researchfield have not accepted this conclusion. The scientificknowﾂ
ledge of the relationship between media violence and aggression is most
accuratelyreflected in meta-analyses. Meta-analysis is a statistical tech ﾂ
nique for combining the results of many studies that test the same general
hypothesis(e.g.,violentvideogames increase aggression).Meta-analyses

quantifythe overallfindingsof the literature,leavingless potentialfor

reviewer bias than narrative literature reviews. A recent review of the lit ﾂ
erature, includingreview of relevantmeta-analyses,
found "unequivocal

evidence that media violence increases the likelihood of aggressive and
violent behavior in both immediate and long-term contexts" (Anderson,
Berkowitz,
Donnerstein,Huesmann,
Johnson,Linz,Malamuth,& Wartella,
2003, p. 81).This same conclusion now appliesspecificallyto violentvide0game

effects(Anderson,Gentile,& Buddey, 2007).

0f course, in any research domainstudies typicallyfind somewhatvar ﾂ
ying results.The media violence domainis no different in this regard.To
a great extent, differing outcomes are merely the result of chancefactors.
ﾂ
0ther factors include use of different measures and different methodolo
gies. Recent reviews of the violent videogameliteraturehave revealed that
the relativequality of the research methodologyalso explains some of the
differences in results. Some studies of videogameviolence have had seri ﾂ
ous methodologicalflaws,such as the use of "violent" videogamesthat are
not actuallyviolent, the use of "non-violent" videogames that contain a
substantial amount of violence,the use of violent and non-violent games
that differedin other important ways, or studiesthat used an inappropriate
measure of aggression (e.g.,trait aggression as the primary dependentmeas ﾂ
ure in a short term experimentalstudy). Meta-analysis has demonstrated
that studieswith such methodologicalflawsyield smaller effectsizes for the
relationship betweenvideogameviolence and aggression than studieswith ﾂ
out such flaws.This finding remains true regardlessof whether the studies
were using aggressive behavior,hostile affect, physiological arousa1,or
prosocialbehavior (which is inverselyrelatedto videogameviolence)as the
dependentmeasure (Anderson,Carnagey, Flanagan,Benjamin, Eubanks,
& Valentine,2004). In other words, poor methodology
leads to underestimates of the effectofvideogame
violence on aggression (see Figure 3.3)
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Not onlyis therea clearlink betweenvideogameviolenceand aggression,
there is also strong evidence that this relationship is causal(i.e.,playing vi0lent videogamescauses aggression). Many of the studieswhich havetested

this hypothesishaveused experimental methodology,which allowsfor
conclusionsof causality to be made than correlational research,
though correlational and experimentalresearch on media violenceyields
similar effectsizes (Anderson et a1.,2004; see Figure 3.4).There is also some

stronger

アア

EdwardL. SwingandCraigA.Anderson
based on longitudinal studies that repeated exposure to violent
videogamesincreasesaggressionover time (Anderson et a1.,2007).
Despite such evidence of the causal nature of the relationship between
violentvideogamesand aggression, there is a particularlylargeamountof
resistance by many people to accept this relationship.
Thisis due,in large
part, to the differences in the usage of the concept of causality between
mediaviolenceresearchers and the general public.Scientificresearchers in
many disciplinesuse the concept of causalityin a probabilistic fashion.That
is. if a particularvariableinfluencesthe likelihood that some specificout ﾂ
come will occur, it can be said to cause that outcome. Another commonly
used form of causalityis necessary and sufficientcausality.Necessary cau ﾂ
sality means that a given outcome can only occur if a particular level of a
specificvariableis present. Sufficientcausalitymeans that if that particular
levelof the variableis present, the outcome will always be produced.

How andwhatDow

Peoplegenerallydo not havetroubleacceptingprobabilistic
causalityin
medicalcontexts.Forexample,it is widelyacceptedthatsmoking cigarettes
causes cancer, despite the fact that this relationship clearlydoes not match
the necessary and sufficientform of causality.Not everyone who smokes
cigarettes gets cancer (indicating that smoking is not a sufficientcause of
cancer)and not everyone who gets cancer has smokedcigarettes(indicat ﾂ
ing that smokingis not a necessary cause of cancer).
But many non-scientists (and many scientists as well) have difficulty

applyingprobabilistic
causalityto socialpsychological
contexts,especially
when the causal relationship is one which they find disfavorable.Many
cigarettesmokers andthe tobacco industry once used the necessary and suf ﾂ
ficientform of causalityto argue againstthe effectsof cigarettesmoking on
cancer. The same type of argument is now used by some videogameplayers
and the videogameindustryto discount the causaleffectof videogamevioﾂ
lenceon aggression. Thus, we hear obviously invalidarguments of the form:

"I'veplayedviolentvideogames
[smokedcigarettes]
formany years, andhave
never killedanyone

[havenot gotten lung cancer].Therefore,playingviolent

videogames[smokingcigarettes]
cannot cause aggression[lungcancer]."

Research has shownthe effectofvideogame
violence on aggression to be
moderately strong (see Figure 3.5).The effectsize of this relationship is suf ﾂ
ficientto warrant public concern. To put this effect size into perspective,
note that it is larger than effectsizesfound for the impact of asbestosexpo ﾂ
sure on cancer, the effect of homework
on grades,calcium intake on bone
mass, nicotine patch use on smoking cessation,lead exposure on reduc ﾂ
tions in children'sIQ, secondhandsmokeon cancer, and condomuse on
succeptibilityto HIV (Anderson et a1.,2004). These effectsserve as useful
comparisonsfor the videogameviolence effects,in that all of these effects
are of general public concern (see Figure 3.6). The relationship between
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concern.

Aggression is an important variablein part because factorsthat increase
aggression, such as violent videogames, can increase extreme forms of
aggression (i.e.,violentbehavior).Although it is unethical to use severe vio ﾂ
lenceas a dependentmeasure in experimentalresearch,correlational data
suggests that playing such games is predictiveof violent behavior.Taken
together with the findings of experimentalresearch (which relies on other
forms of aggression such as setting punishment levels), this suggests that
playing violentvideogamescauses an increase in the probability that some ﾂ
one will behaveviolently.

PublicPolicyandVideogames
Some resistanceto the findings of violent videogameresearchers is due to
concern
that acknowledgingsuch effects means that it will be necessary
to ban those videogames.This is a misconceptionof the meaning of the
researchfindings.Thequestion of whetheror not such a policy is necessary is
not a scientificone. In order to create publicpoliciesto deal with videogames
in light of the findings on violentvideogames,it is necessary to understand
the rolethat scienceplaysin publicpolicy (Gentile & Anderson, 2006).
0ne of the primary roles of science in public policy is to provide factual
answers

(or as close to factual answers

as the science is capable of provid

ﾂ

ing) to key questions. In order to fulfill this role, science must have good
theory.This theoretical basis must have an empirical basis in the form of
scientificstudiesthat provide data to support the theory.The scientifictests
of a theory may lead to revisions of the theory.Based on the current scien ﾂ
tific theories,scientists are ableto answer some public policy questions. For
example, scientistscan comment on whethera specificpublic policy is or is
not likely to prove successfulat achieving a specificresult. For example, the
question of whetherMidnight Basketball(an inner-city program for organizing basketballgames among youth that are at risk for committing crimes)
is likely to be effectiveat reducing inner-city crime can be addressed by sci ﾂ
entistswithin the frameworkof established scientifictheory.
Science cannot be the only factor determiningpublic policies.Other facﾂ
tors includinglegalissues, personalvalues,andpolitical realities,go into
shaping public policies as well (see Figure 3.7).Personal values are a particularlyimportant factorin shapingpolicy.For example,personal values
80

Figure 3.7. The role of science in public policy.

influencepublic policy decisionsabout gun controllaws.Even if therewere
indisputable evidence that strictergun controllaws would reduce homicide
rates, one could still argue againsthaving such laws.If a person valued lessrestrictedaccess to guns more than they valued low homicide rates, such a
position couldbe logica1.
There are severalways that the effects of violent media on children can
be reduced, primarily by reducing exposure. We have described three pilﾂ
lars of responsibility for such action (Gentile & Anderson, 2003).First, the
television, film, and videogame industries need to accuratelylabel their
products to indicate the content. They must also educate parents about
the meaningof this labelling system. These industries should also mainﾂ
tain ethicalmarketing practices,ensuring that their advertisementsare not
aimedat childrenfor whomthe games are inappropriate based on their age.
The second pillar of responsibility lies with the retail and rental industry.
0nce media is accuratelylabelled regarding its content, these industries
can enforce appropriate restrictions on the distribution of such media.
Third, parents should educate themselves about the meanings of the rat ﾂ
ings systems used to label television, films, and videogames.Parents also
need to learn why both the content of videogamesand the amountof play
are important in determining the effectsthese games produce. Parents also
needto act on this knowledgeif they are to reduce the negative impact that
videogamescan haveon their children.

Conclusion
It is clearthat videogamescan be very effectiveteaching tools. TheGeneral
Learning Modelexplains how videogamesexert their influenceon players.
Gamescan have a variety of positive effects on their players,both in gen ﾂ
era1,unintendedways as well as in terms of deliberately teaching specific
knowledgeand skills.Unfortunately, along with thesepositiveeffectscomes
81
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the potential for videogamesto exert a negativeinfluenceon their players.
For example,
research
indicatesthatviolentvideogamesproducebothshort
term and long term increasesin aggression. Science alone cannot resolve
the question of howpublicpolicyshoulddealwith suchnegativeeffects,
though thereare ways that videogameindustries, retailers,and parents can
work to reduce theseharmful effects
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The popularity of videogames as a leisure phenomenonhas becomean
ever-increasing part of many people's lives. Videogames are widely mar ﾂ
keted to adults and children and are readily availablein most countries
around the world. This leisure activity,however, has recently becomethe
target of criticism within the media. There have been a growing number
of reports about excessiveuse of videogamesby both children and adults
(often referred to as "joystick junkies") to the extent that some users are
being identified as videogame addicts This concept of "videogame addic ﾂ
tion" is a relativelynew concept that is currently causing many to rethink
more traditional views about what constitutes addiction. Although the
concept of "videogame addiction" appears to have its supporters in the
media, there is much skepticism within the academiccommunity espe ﾂ
cially among those working in the field of addiction research.For many in
the academicenvironment, the concept ofvideogameaddiction seems farfetched,particularly if their concepts and definitions of addiction are based
on the criteria typically associatedwith addictions to psychoactivedrugs,
Despite the predominance
of drug-based definitions of addiction,there is
now a growing movement which views a numberof behaviorsas potentially
addictive. For example some have identified gambling, computer game
playing,exercise, sex, and now the Internet as potentially addictivebehavﾂ
iors. Such diversity in addictiveagents (drugs or behaviors) has led to new
al1-encompassingdefinitions of what constitutes addictivebehavior.
The first step in expanding the definition of addiction to include videogaming requires a full examination of what we know and what WC need
to know about videogaming
behavior.Specifically,research into the area
of videogame addiction needs to be underpinnedby three fundamental
questions:(i) What is addiction? (2) Does videogameaddiction exist?(3) If
videogameaddiction exists,what are people actuallyaddicted to?
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